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Love, Life and Elephants – An African Love Story by Daphne Sheldrick

Daphne Sheldrick's best-selling love story of romance, life and elephants, An African Love Story: Love, Life

and Elephants is an incredible story from Africa's greatest living conservationist.

A typical day for Daphne involves rescuing baby elephants from poachers; finding homes for orphan

elephants, all the while campaigning the ever-present threat of poaching for the ivory trade.

An African Love Story is the incredible memoir of her life. It tells two stories - one is the extraordinary love

story which blossomed when Daphne fell head over heels with Tsavo Game Park and its famous warden,

David Sheldrick. The second is the love story of how Daphne and David, who devoted their lives to saving

elephant orphans, at first losing every infant under the age of two until Daphne at last managed to devise

the first-ever milk formula which would keep them alive.

There is No Planet B by Mike Berners-Lee

Feeding the world, climate change, biodiversity, antibiotics, plastics, pandemics - the list of concerns

seems endless. But what is most pressing, and what should we do first? Do we all need to become

vegetarian? How can we fly in a low-carbon world? How can we take control of technology? And, given

the global nature of the challenges we now face, what on Earth can any of us do, as individuals?

Mike Berners-Lee has crunched the numbers and plotted a course of action that is full of hope, practical,

and enjoyable. This is the big-picture perspective on the environmental and economic challenges of our

day, laid out in one place, and traced through to the underlying roots - questions of how we live and

think.

No One is Too Small to Make A Difference by Greta

Thunberg

The history-making, ground-breaking speeches of Greta Thunberg, the young activist who has become

the voice of a generation

'Everything needs to change. And it has to start today'

In August 2018 a fifteen-year-old Swedish girl, Greta Thunberg, decided not to go to school one day. Her

actions ended up sparking a global movement for action against the climate crisis, inspiring millions of

pupils to go on strike for our planet, forcing governments to listen, and earning her a Nobel Peace Prize

nomination.

This book brings you Greta in her own words, for the first time. Collecting her speeches that have made

history across Europe, from the UN to mass street protests, No One Is Too Small to Make A Difference is a

rallying cry for why we must all wake up and fight to protect the living planet, no matter how powerless

we feel. Our future depends upon it.

This Book Is Not Rubbish by Isabel Thomas

Discover how YOU can ditch plastic, reduce rubbish and become an eco-warrior, not an eco-worrier, with 50

practical tips to really make a difference!

Our planet is in peril and it needs your help! But the good news is that there are loads of easy ways that you can

make a difference. From throwing a planet party and ditching straws, to banning glitter and becoming an

art-activist, helping to save the planet is not as difficult as you think.

Covering issues like plastics, pollution, global warming and endangered animals, this book is full of top tips for

kids and families. Discover how to ditch the plastic, reduce your rubbish and start making everyday steps that

will make all the difference.

It's time to take control of your future and help clear the world of all this rubbish!



Earth – The Power of the Planet by Dr Ian Stewart

In this lavish companion to the BBC series Earth: The Power of the Planet, renowned science writers

Iain Stewart and John Lynch use stunning imagery and the latest scientific discoveries to explain how

our remarkable planet functions. Earth has survived four and a half billion years of being 'stirred

from below and bombarded from above' but at the start of the twenty-first century our planet faces

new threats, brought about by human actions. It is the perfect time to look back on an extraordinary

life and give Earth a thorough health-check. Each chapter focuses on one of Earth's most powerful

forces - meteor impacts, plate tectonics, the ocean, atmosphere and ice - and explores their central

role in keeping Earth alive. These are the forces that drive our planet and shape its destiny. We

discover how a devastating cosmic impact blasted a huge chunk of Earth into space to form the

Moon, how Earth nearly froze to death when it was completely encased in ice for millions of years,

and how Earth's remarkable heat engine, its molten core, saved the day. Earth has been able to

sustain complex life thanks to an extraordinary number of lucky breaks and coincidences. Scientists predict that one day it will die as the

Sun heats up and expands. But are we hastening its end through our actions?

How Bad Are Bananas? By Mike Berners-Lee

How Bad Are Bananas? was a groundbreaking book when first published in 2009, when most of us were
hearing the phrase 'carbon footprint' for the first time. Mike Berners-Lee set out to inform us what was
important (aviation, heating, swimming pools) and what made very little difference (bananas, naturally
packaged, are good!). This new edition updates all the figures (from data centres to hosting a World Cup)
and introduces many areas that have become a regular part of modern life - Twitter, the Cloud, Bitcoin,
electric bikes and cars, even space tourism. Berners-Lee runs a considered eye over each area and gives
us the figures to manage and reduce our own carbon footprint, as well as to lobby our companies,
businesses and government. His findings, presented in clear and even entertaining prose, are o�en
surprising. And they are essential if we are to address climate change.

The Hidden Landscape by Richard Fortey

'I travelled to Haverfordwest to get to the past. From Paddington Station a Great Western locomotive took

me on a journey westwards from London further and further back into geological time, from the age of

mammals to the age of trilobites...'

So begins this enthralling exploration of time and place in which Richard Fortey peels away the top layer of

the land to reveal the hidden landscape - the rocks which contain the story of distant events, which dictate

not only the personality of the landscape, but the nature of the soil, the plants that grow in it and the

regional characteristics of the buildings. We travel with him as our guide throughout the British Isles and as

the rocks change so we learn to read the clues they contain: that Britain was once divided into two parts

separated by an ocean, that Scottish malt whisky, Harris tweed, slate roofs and thatched cottages can be

traced back to tumultuous events which took place many millions of years ago.

The Skeptical Environmentalist by Bjorn Lomberg

The Skeptical Environmentalist challenges widely held beliefs that the environmental situation is getting

worse and worse. The author, himself a former member of Greenpeace, is critical of the way in which

many environmental organisations make selective and misleading use of the scientific evidence. Using the

best available statistical information from internationally recognised research institutes, Bjorn Lomborg

systematically examines a range of major environmental problems that feature prominently in headline

news across the world. His arguments are presented in non-technical, accessible language and are

carefully backed up by over 2500 footnotes allowing readers to check sources for themselves. Concluding

that there are more reasons for optimism than pessimism, Bjorn Lomborg stresses the need for

clear-headed prioritisation of resources to tackle real, not imagined problems.



Where on Earth? Geography Without The Boring Bits by James Doyle

Where on Earth? is jam-packed with all of geography's greatest hits, with all the boring bits taken out.

From how to make raindrops to cool ways to remember the world's wonderful waterfalls, longest rivers and

most desolate deserts - plus all the countries and continents in which these fantastic features are found.

The perfect learning companion to help all school children get to grips with discovering the world around

them.

Off the Map by Alistair Bonnett

In a world of Google Earth, in which it is easy to believe that every discovery has been made and every

adventure already had, Off the Map is a stunning testament to how mysterious our planet still is.From

forgotten enclaves to floating islands, from hidden villages to New York gutter spaces, Off the Map charts

the hidden corners of our planet. And while these are not necessarily places you would choose to visit on

holiday - Hobyo, the pirate capital of Somalia, or Zheleznogorsk, a secret military town in Russia - they each

carry a story about the strangeness of place and our need for a geography that understands our hunger for

the fantastic and the unexpected.But it also shows us that topophilia, the love of place, is a fundamental

part of what it is to be human. Whether you are an urban explorer or an armchair traveller, Off the Map will

inspire and enchant. You'll never look at a map in quite the same way again.

Prisoner of Geography by Tim Marshall

Seeing geography as a decisive factor in the course of human history can be construed as a bleak view of

the world, which is why it is disliked in some intellectual circles. It suggests that nature is more powerful

than man, and that we can only go so far in determining our own fate.

Splitting the globe into ten distinct regions, former Sky News Diplomatic Editor Tim Marshall redresses

our techno-centric view of the world and suggests that our key political driver continues to be our

physical geography. Beginning with Russia (and its bewildering eleven time-zones), we are treated to an

illuminating, border-by-border disassembly of what makes the world what it is; why, for instance, China

and India will never fall into conflict (the Himalayas), or why the Ukraine is such a tactical jewel in the

crown.

With its panoptic view over our circumstance, Prisoners of Geography makes a compelling case around

how the physical framework of the world itself has defined our history. It’s one of those books that

prompts real reflection and one that on publication absolutely grasped the imagination of our customers, ensuring it as a guaranteed

entrant to our 2016 Paperbacks of the Year.

What’s Where in the World?

Earth is brought to life like never before through stunning, specially commissioned 3D maps and

artworks. Uncover incredible geographical features, wildlife, cities and landmarks, and the world's

population in unprecedented detail.

If you are looking for adventure, look no further. Scale the majestic peaks of the Himalayas, trek

through the thick, creature filled jungles of South America, or roam the expansive grasslands of

Africa in these pages!

This amazing educational book is so much more than just a knowledge book filled with cool maps

and facts about the world. This vital source of learning is perfect for children to dip into for school

projects and is a fantastic addition to any family library.


